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Stadiums Install Wi-Fi to Win Back Fans
By Irwin A. Kishner, Esq.

T

he song “Take Me Out to the Ball
Game” seems to have become an
anachronism today as the in-stadium experience is failing to captivate sports fans
like it once did. In response, there has recently been a trend towards installing Wi-Fi
capability in stadiums across the country.
This article will discuss this trend within
the context of improving fan engagement
at stadiums.

Declining Stadium
Attendance
The National Football League (“NFL”)
generated nearly $10 billion in revenue in
2012, beating out the second-place Major
League Baseball by about $2 billion.1 Despite being America’s most popular sport

for forty-seven consecutive years, ticket
sales are noticeably down.2 In fact, fourand-one-half percent fewer fans attended
NFL games in 2012 than in the preceding
five years.3
Notwithstanding this trend, one reason
that the NFL remains so profitable is that it
derives a substantial amount of its revenue
from television. The league’s current broadcast revenue is about $5.1 billion, and is
poised to increase to $7.1 billion a year in
2014.4 Recently, Verizon signed a four-year,
one billion dollar deal with the NFL that
allows Verizon customers the ability stream
all Sunday afternoon and playoff games on
their mobile device beginning in 2014.5
Broadcast contracts have become “‘the
lifeblood’ of team finances.”6 Each team
receives more than double in broadcasting
See Stadiums Install on Page 10

Vijay Singh Sues PGA over Doping
Allegations – An Analysis
By Scott A. Andresen

1

W

ith the application of a contemporary interpretation usually reserved
for the writings of his 16th century counterpart, Nostradamus, the words of the Bard of
Avon become eerily prognosticatory when
applied to the events of the first half of 2013.
Beginning in 2008, the PGA Tour
implemented its Anti-Doping Program
with a prohibited substances list essentially
identical to that created by the World AntiDoping Agency. On January 29, 2013, an

article appeared on Sports Illustrated’s website describing the efforts of one company
to create products which could legally assist
athletes’ physical condition. The article
listed PGA member and World Golf Hall
of Fame player Vijay Singh as being a user
of “deer antler spray”. Upon publication of
the article, Singh immediately contacted the
PGA Tour to discuss his use of deer antler
spray and delivered a bottle of the product
to the PGA Tour for testing.2 Analysis of the
spray identified it as containing Insulin-Like
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Touchdown Jets! Judge Rules Team
Can Use ‘Ultimate Fan’ Phrase
By Matthew V. Bruno

T

he New York Jets recently scored
a touchdown off the field when a
Louisiana Federal Court ruled that a sports
marketing company no longer owned the
trademark to the phrase “Ultimate Fan” in
Action Ink Inc. v. New York Jets LLC, et al.
On May 30th, 2013 United States District
Judge Jane Triche Milazzo of the Eastern
District of Louisiana granted the professional
football team’s motion for summary judgment against Action Ink Inc. holding that
the trademark was abandoned and Action
Ink had no enforceable trademark rights to
the phrase.
Action Ink sued the Jets and its game
developer, Arkadium Inc., in 2012 claiming that it had maintained the registration
for the catchphrase since the 1980s. In its
pleadings, Action Ink noted that the Jets’ use
of the phrase gave “the wrong impression
that Action Ink is an infringer taking a free
ride” on the Jets’ use of the mark. Action
Ink further cited that the Jets’ 2010 Facebook App resembled an electronic version
of Action Ink’s own ‘Ultimate Fan’ contest
by allowing users to compete on behalf of
their sports teams, host tailgate parties, and
rate players online while games were played
in real time.
Action Ink claimed that the Jets’ use of
the trademark in the 2010 App, and on applications on other social networking sites,
violated Louisiana’s unfair competition law
and created “a likelihood of confusion” and
“reverse confusion” under the Lanham Act,
15 U.S.C.A., §1127. According to Action
Ink, the Jets used the trademark not simply
to describe the App, but rather in connection
with the same services registered by Action
Ink’s federal registration. Action Ink stressed
that as the small local user, the Jets’ use of
the trademark overwhelmed the value of
Action Ink’s use of the mark by saturating

the market with Ultimate Fan advertising.
In making claim for long its long and
continued use of the saying, Action Ink
noted three decades of the trademark’s use
in connection with promotions including
Tulane University and Major League Baseball
resulting in “significant” local goodwill and
recognition. Action Ink stressed that it began
using the slogan “The Ultimate Fan” in a
1983 NBA basketball promotion and had
continuously maintained the registration for
the mark with the United States Patent and
Trademark Office since 1985.
In its March 2013 motion for summary
judgment, filed under seal, the Jets admitted
that Action Ink owed the mark but stressed
that it had failed to make bona fide use of
it in commerce on any goods or services for
three consecutive years and was subject to
cancellation for abandonment, or alternatively, fraud on the Patent Office when it
renewed its application for the trademark
in 2005, citing continued commercial use.
Action Ink countered by arguing that it
had continuously defended the trademark
when it issued cease and desist letters to
various sports teams who tried to use the
trademark at both the collegiate and professional level. In response to the Jets’ claim
that it had not made continued economic
use of the mark for three consecutive years,
the marketing company proffered affidavits
from an athletic director and Action Ink
employees attesting to various future business opportunities, including a potential deal
with Louisiana State University. l
Matthew Bruno is an attorney in the
Garden City office of Goldberg Segalla
LLP. He is also a member of Goldberg Segalla’s Sports and Entertainment Practice
Group and a frequent contributor to the
Sports and Entertainment Law Insider.
He can be reached at 516-281-9880 or
mbruno@goldbergsegalla.com.
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Judge Confirms Pivotal Workers Comp Arbitration Award

A

federal judge from the Western District of Missouri has confirmed an
arbitration award, requiring a group of
players to litigate their workers compensation claims under Missouri law as opposed
to California law, which would be more
favorable to them.
Specifically, the court found that the
players “have not met their burden to
show their workers’ compensation claims
fall within California’s workers’ compensation regime.”
The claim centered on an arbitration
provision, which is “standard language
in the contract entered between National
Football League (NFL) players and the
players’ certain NFL Club.” Further, NFL
players “are bound by a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) negotiated between
the National Football League Management Council (NFLMC), on behalf of
all NFL teams including the Kansas City
Chiefs (Chiefs), and the National Football
League Players Association (NFLPA), on
behalf of NFL players. The CBA includes a
collectively-bargained standard NFL player
contract that each player enters with an
NFL club.”
Under the player contract and Article
IX of the now-expired CBA, “all disputes
involving the interpretation or enforcement
of the CBA or NFL Player Contract must
be submitted to final and binding arbitration before a mutually selected arbitrator.
“ ... Each NFL player contract at issue
in this case stated it was made under and
governed by Missouri law and contained a
clause governing the resolution of disputes
concerning workers’ compensation claims,
as follows:
“Jurisdiction of all workers’ compensation claims and all matters related to workers’ compensation . . . shall be exclusively
determined by and exclusively decided in
accordance with the internal laws of the state
of Missouri . . . without resort to choice of

law rules. In addition, player agrees that the
contract calls for performance in Jackson
County, Missouri, and jurisdiction and
venue for any and all workers’ compensation disputes shall lie exclusively in the
State Courts of Jackson County, Missouri.”
The affected players in the case are Scott
Connot, Donald Edwards, Jr., Taje Allen,
Rocky Boiman, J.R. Niklos, Eric Warfield,
Greg Wesley, R-Kal Truluck, Morten Andersen, Shaunard Harts, Patrick Surtain,
Gary Stills, Jerome Woods, Damion McIntosh, William Bartee, and Steve Williams.
At various times from 2009 through 2011,
they “filed cumulative injury claims with the
California Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board, each alleging injuries sustained at
least in part while playing NFL games in
California.”
Meanwhile, the NFLMC responded
with grievances against the players, claiming
each application for workers’ compensation
benefits in California violated the choiceof-law and/or choice-of-forum provisions
of each player’s NFL player contract with
the Chiefs.
On September 22, 2011, the grievances against the Players were cumulatively
submitted to Arbitrator Michael H. Beck.
On February 23, 2012, Beck ruled for the
Chiefs and NFLMC, holding that he was
“bound by the CBA’s terms and three earlier
arbitration decisions rejecting nearly identical challenges to the choice-of-law and/or
choice-of-forum provision.”
Shortly thereafter, the plaintiffs sought
“to confirm and enforce the Arbitration
Award pursuant to § 301 of the Labor
Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C §
185, et seq., while the defendants moved
to vacate the award.”
The defendants argued that the court
should vacate the award because “the choiceof-law and/or choice-of-forum provision of
the CBA ... renders the NFL player contracts
against public policy because they operate

as a waiver to the players’ rights to pursue
workers’ compensation in states other than
Missouri.”
In reviewing the arguments, the district
judge revisited the arbitrator’s comment
that the question of public policy “is wholly
independent from the collective bargaining
agreement and is ultimately one for the
courts. . . .”
Furthermore, the judge wrote that “the
standard for vacating an arbitration award
on public policy grounds is high: defendants must demonstrate that the award is
contrary to ‘well defined and dominant’
public policy, which must be ‘ascertained
by reference to the laws and legal precedents
and not from general considerations of
supposed public interests.’” Chicago Bears
Football Club, Inc. v. Haynes, 816 F. Supp.
2d 534, 537 (N.D. Ill. 2011).
The defendants’ other arguments centered “on the principle that the NFL player
contracts at issue are contrary to public
policy because they contain provisions
that interfere with California’s sovereign
right to determine what compensation to
provide for workplace injuries that occur
within its borders.”
The judge noted that both parties
agree that “Missouri law governs the
CBA which includes the NFL player
contracts. Further, parties do not contest
the Chiefs are located in Missouri and
that as a result, the players performed the
majority of their obligations under the
CBA in Missouri. Finally, the parties do
not dispute that the parties negotiated
a choice-of-law and/or choice-of-forum
provision requiring resolution of disputes
in Missouri. The court therefore finds
Missouri has a substantial relationship to
the parties and to the contracts at issue
and California does not have a materially
greater interest than Missouri in this mat-
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Vijay Singh Sues PGA over Doping Allegations
Continued From Page 1

Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1), but allegedly
did not determine whether this IGF-1 was
the same substance banned by WADA/
PGA Tour. The PGA Tour subsequently
suspended Singh for 90 days, a suspension
that Singh immediately appealed.
After considerable research in connection
with his appeal and arbitration proceeding, it
was propounded by Singh on April 24 that
the deer antler spray is incapable of having
any physiological effect when taken as a spray
(requiring, instead, injection into the body).
As a result, WADA advised the PGA Tour
on or about April 26 that it was removing
the product from its banned substances
list- information that the PGA Tour did not
disclose to Singh for several days, despite
knowledge that Singh and his advisors were
diligently preparing for a May 7 arbitration.
Finally, on April 30, the day the PGA Tour
was required to submit a reply brief in the
arbitration, the PGA Tour announced that
it was dropping its case and would not seek
to impose any discipline against Singh.

The Complaint
Singh sued the PGA Tour in New York
state court on May 8 for three counts of
negligence, breach of the implied covenant
of good faith and fair dealing, breach of
fiduciary duty, intentional infliction of
emotional distress and conversion arising out
of “the PGA Tour’s reckless administration
and implementation of its Anti-Doping
Program.”3
The Complaint alleged that the PGA
Tour breached a duty to Singh to determine:
(i) which substances were necessary to ban to
protect the integrity of the sport of golf, (ii)
whether the substance allegedly consumed
by Singh was actually banned, and (iii)
whether Singh “used” IGF-1 as necessary
for the imposition of penalties under the
Tour’s ant-doping program. The Complaint
further alleged that the Tour: (iv) breached
its implied covenant of good faith and fair

“Life every man holds dear;
but the de[er antler spray] man
holds honor far more precious
dear than life.”
—William Shakespeare [for the
most part]

dealing by failing to conduct a thorough and
fair investigation before accusing Singh of
a doping violation, (v) breached a fiduciary
duty to Singh by failing to develop and
administer its anti-doping program in a
responsible manner, (vi) subjected Singh
to severe emotional distress, and (vii) improperly converted Singh’s earnings [when it
held $100,000 of Singh’s earnings in escrow
pending his appeal].

PGA Tour’s Motion to
Dismiss
The PGA Tour filed a motion to dismiss
Singh’s Complaint on June 12, arguing that

the action is barred by the Tour membership agreement signed by Singh providing
that arbitration is Singh’s sole and exclusive
remedy for any discipline imposed under
the Tour’s anti-doping program- a remedy
that had already, according to the PGA
Tour, been afforded to Singh. The pleading
also asserted that the Complaint should be
dismissed under the doctrine of judicial
non-interference in the affairs of voluntary,
private associations, such as the PGA Tour.
Finally, just for good measure, the PGA
Tour argued that the Complaint should be
dismissed for failure to adequately state any
claims against the Tour.
Singh and the PGA Tour filed subsequent
responsive pleadings on July 8 and July 19,
respectively. Having been fully-briefed, the
parties are currently awaiting a decision on
the PGA Tour’s motion. l
1 Research assistance provided by Caitlin Brady,
Washington University School of Law
2 Singh also submitted to a urinalysis, which was
negative for any banned substances
3 Singh v. PGA Tour, Inc., No. 0651659-2013,
complaint filed, (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. County
May 8, 2013)

Judge Confirms Workers Comp Award
Continued From Page 3

ter. As a result, the court finds the public
policy of California is not relevant to the
court’s inquiry.”
The judge focused primarily on Matthews v. Nat’l Football League Mgmt.
Council, 688 F.3d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir.
2012) in which the court held that Matthews “did not allege sufficient contacts with
California to show his workers’ compensation claim for cumulative injuries fell within
the WCAB’s jurisdiction because he did
not allege injury causing disability or the
need for medical treatment in California.

“The Court finds none of the Players
have met this burden. As in Matthews,
none of the players here have established enforcement of the award violates an explicit,
well-defined, and dominant California
public policy by prohibiting them from
pursuing workers’ compensation benefits
in California.” l
Kansas City Chiefs Football Club,
INC., et al., v. Taje Allen, et al.; W.D. Mo.;
Case No. 4:12-CV-00238-BCW, 2013
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46424; 3/30/13
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Plaintiffs Sue in Bid to Show MLB the Way to San Jose
By Jordan Kobritz

N

ot for lack of trying, the Oakland A’s
are having a difficult time finding
their way to San Jose. The team and the city
have been waiting not-so-patiently for four
years while a committee appointed by MLB
Commissioner Bud Selig has “analyzed” the
A’s relocation request.
In an effort to speed up the decision,
San Jose recently filed a lawsuit against
the league in U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of California alleging,
among other things, that by failing to make
a decision MLB is “tortuously interfering
with a contractual relationship” between
San Jose and the A’s and is violating federal antitrust laws. Not surprisingly, MLB
doesn’t think the lawsuit will be successful. Rob Manfred, MLB’s executive vice
president for economics and league affairs,

called the lawsuit “an unfounded attack
on the fundamental structures of a professional sports league” and said “...the city
has resorted to litigation that has no basis
in law or in fact.”
Manfred was clearly upset, no doubt
reflecting the feelings of Selig and other
owners. Regardless of the ultimate legal
merits of San Jose’s suit, if it gets to the
discovery stage, MLB may be required to
produce documents and disclose information related to its inner legal and financial
workings that no outsider has ever seen.
MLB would no doubt prefer to keep it
that way.   
While reasonable minds can differ —
San Jose is being represented, reportedly
at no charge, by the law firm of Cotchett,
Pitre & McCarthy, LLP of Burlingame,
California, so they obviously believe there
is some merit to the city’s claims — in this

view, Manfred’s comments weren’t far off the
mark. An analysis of the city’s legal claims
suggests they have an almost insurmountable burden in this case. In order to prove
the claim of tortious interference with a
contractual relationship, the city must first
prove the existence of a contract. The only
known contract between San Jose and the
A’s is an option — for which the A’s are
paying $25,000 per year–to purchase land
upon which the parties “anticipate” — no
contractual obligation exists–the team will
build a ballpark. That hardly seems like a
sufficient contract to overcome the city’s
first hurdle.
The antitrust argument does have merit
— sort of. But before San Jose can prevail
on its claim that MLB is engaged in anticompetitive practices by preventing the A’s
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Plaintiffs Sue in Bid to Show MLB the Way to San Jose
Continued From Page 5

from moving to their city, they must prove
they have “standing” to sue. While it’s clear
the A’s have such standing, it’s much less
clear that San Jose does. For arguments sake,
let’s assume they do. Based on “independent
studies” the city is claiming prospective economic damages of $1.8 billion consisting of
direct and indirect revenues. Those damages
are entirely speculative and history suggests
they will be virtually impossible to prove in
a court of law.
There’s no doubt the A’s are damaged by
the refusal of MLB to grant them permission to move. Their home ballpark is in an
unattractive location and is nothing short
of a dump, thereby preventing the team
from maximizing revenues. In addition,
it’s a health hazard. During a recent home
game against the Seattle Mariners, the pipes
backed up, discharging raw sewage into
both clubhouses. Furthermore, no one can
dispute the attractiveness of the San Jose
market as compared to Oakland. A move
south would provide revenue streams that are
unimaginable in Oakland and would surely
allow the A’s to become a contributor under
MLB’s revenue sharing model, rather than
a recipient. Despite that, don’t expect the
A’s to join San Jose’s lawsuit anytime soon.
As a condition of league membership, every
team must forfeit their right to sue MLB.
If MLB was concerned about the physical
well-being of the players and the financial
health of the A’s, the decision to allow the
team to move would be a foregone conclusion. But under the league’s constitution
and bylaws, the San Francisco Giants hold
the territorial rights to the County of Santa
Clara, which includes the city of San Jose.
Territorial rights are one of the foundations
— see Manfred’s comments–upon which
professional leagues operate.
The story of how the Giants acquired
the San Jose territory has become folklore
which has even been perpetuated by Selig
who has stated publicly that the grant of the

Santa Clara territory to the Giants was never
intended to be permanent. In 1990 when the
Giants were in a similar situation to the A’s,
Walter Haas, Oakland’s then owner, ceded
Santa Clara County to the Giants with the
understanding that the team would build
a new facility there. After two failed referendums, the Giants elected to build a new
ballpark in San Francisco. However, their
claim to Santa Clara County was memorialized in the league’s constitution and bylaws.
Those “facts,” which were repeated in
the complaint, are an oversimplification of
how the Giants ended up with the San Jose
territory. What got lost is that at the time
the Giants were considering moving to Santa
Clara, neither the Giants nor the A’s claimed
the territory and neither team mined it for
sponsorships and fans. The A’s were asked if
they objected if the Giants claimed the territory and Haas said no. Now, any move by
the A’s to San Jose requires either the consent
of the San Francisco Giants or the vote of
75% of the teams in the league, neither of
which will be forthcoming anytime soon.
The major issue of interest in the case of
course is the antitrust argument. All professional sports leagues (don’t get me stated
on the NCAA!) engage in anti-competitive
practices which have been endorsed by the
courts. However, no league enjoys the broad
antitrust exemption that MLB holds, in
part because baseball was the first sport to
organize into leagues and was therefore the
first to be a party to antitrust litigation. What
may once have been a dubious distinction
has proven to be of immense value to MLB
over the years and needless to say, something
that emits jealousy from other leagues.
In 1922 the Supreme Court decided that
for the purposes of the Sherman Antitrust
Act, baseball was not a business and did
not engage in interstate commerce (Federal
Baseball Club v. National League, 259 U.S.
200 (1922)). Of course, that decision is
ludicrous when viewed in the context of

today’s realities and even by the standards of
1922 the decision didn’t make much sense.
Nevertheless, despite several opportunities
to overturn the Federal Case (see Toolson v.
New York Yankees, 346 U.S. 356 (1952) and
Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258 (1972)), the
Supreme Court has refused to do so, stating
that if a change in MLB’s antitrust exemption was warranted, Congress should take
action. That position seems to contradict the
separation of powers inherent in our system
of government, under which it is the court’s
responsibility to interpret the law (i.e., the
Sherman Antitrust Act) that Congress has
already passed.
Even if San Jose was to establish that
MLB is subject to antitrust laws, there is
no guarantee that the A’s would be free to
move — anywhere. Franchise shifts can still
be subject to reasonable league restrictions
and approval by team owners. As an example,
the NFL is currently controlling the relocation of a team to Los Angeles.
One other option available to Selig is to
bypass the Giants and other owners by ruling in the A’s favor under his “best interests
of baseball” authority. That authority has
been repeatedly affirmed by the courts and
would be virtually guaranteed to survive
a legal challenge. But given the enormity
of the stakes, and the precedent such a
decision would establish, the ever-cautious
and deliberate commissioner is loath to go
down that road, understandably so. If he
rules in favor of the A’s in the Bay Area,
what would prevent him from allowing
Tampa to relocate in Yankees and Mets
territory? The greater New York market is
the second best MLB market in the country
after San Jose.
For now, the only thing we know for
certain is that the A’s continue to languish
in Oakland, the Giants rake in the dough
in San Francisco, and San Jose is alienat-
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NFL, Baltimore Ravens Appeal Bouchat Ruling

T

he National Football League and the
Baltimore Ravens have asked the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to overturn
a district court’s ruling in the long-running
copyright dispute with Franklin Bouchat,
who created a drawing that was ultimately
used by the Ravens as a logo.
In the December 2012 ruling, the district
judge denied Bouchat’s request for a permanent injunction preventing its further use,
but required the Ravens to pay the artist
“reasonable compensation for such use.”
The judge set the royalties at a one-time fee
of $721.65 for all future sales of highlight
reels and $100 for each clip shown at future
Ravens home games.
The origins of the dispute go back almost
20 years when, on December 5, 1995, Bouchat entered a contest to develop a logo for the
fledgling franchise. Several months later, his
logo was “officially chosen” and outside artists
were hired to apply the finishing touches. On

April 1, 1996, Bouchat faxed his drawing to
Ravens management and asked for a letter
of recognition and an autographed helmet.
In June of 1996, the NFL began licensing
the logo for the creation of merchandise. A
month later, Bouchat registered his drawing
with the U.S. Copyright Office. In 1999,
The Ravens began using a different logo.
In May of 2007, Bouchat filed a copyright
infringement action against the Ravens and
the NFL in federal court. The district court
ruled, and 4th U. S Circuit Court of Appeals
affirmed, that Bouchat was barred from obtaining actual damages from the licensees by
the Doctrine of Claim Preclusion, and that
he was ineligible to receive statutory damages
because of his failure to register his copyright
before the infringement began.
Bouchat then embraced a different
strategy. On February 14, 2008, he sued the
Ravens again, as well as the National Football
League, NFL Films, Inc., and others, alleg-

ing that the defendants have and continue
to sell, distribute, and publicly display the
old “Shield B” logo in connection with
season highlight films, promotional films
shown at Ravens games, team game films,
memorabilia, photographs, and websites.
Among other things, Bouchat sought a
permanent injunction regarding the future
use of the logo.
In their most recent appeal, the Ravens
and NFL argued that the “reasonable
compensation” awarded to Bouchat was
unprecedented because Bouchat was only
seeking an injunction, not royalties. They
further claimed that the injunction, triggered
by the non-payment of royalties that weren’t
requested, is something new to copyright law.
“It is well-settled that before a court can
calculate a hypothetical royalty rate... ,”the
copyright holder must demonstrate the
design’s fair market value, argued the league
and the franchise.” l

Scott A. Andresen
ANDRESEN & ASSOCIATES, P.C.
3025 North California Avenue, Suite 4 S.E.
Chicago, Illinois 60618-7009
scott@andresenlawfirm.com
(773) 572-6049 Telephone
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Coaches Sue, Allege Discrimination against Non-Latinos

T

wo former members of the coaching staff of Chivas USA have filed a
lawsuit against the Major League Soccer
organization, claiming they were fired
“because they were neither Mexican nor
Latino.”
The coaches, Daniel Calichman and
Theothoros Chronopoulos, are represented
by Gregory D. Helmer of the Los Angeles
law firm of Helmer Friedman, LLP.
Calichman and Chronopoulos, both
of whom were former professional soccer
players and members of the U.S. National
Team before being hired by Chivas USA,
are suing in Los Angeles Superior Court.
The men, described in the complaint as
“Caucasian, non-Latino Americans,” allege
discrimination, harassment, retaliation and
wrongful termination by Chivas USA based
on their national origin, ethnicity and race.
The plaintiffs were employed as coaches
in the Chivas USA Academy, which offers

soccer programs for youngsters from approximately age seven through age 18. The
history of the Academy revolved around
Jorge Vergara Madrigal, a prominent
Mexican businessman. In 2002, Vergara
acquired Chivas de Guadalajara, which
was a Mexican team, which was popularly
known as “Chivas.” The team allegedly had
a stated policy of hiring only players who are
Mexican-born or born of Mexican parents.
Ten years later, after Vergara acquired
full ownership of Chivas USA from his
partners, he allegedly began to “implement
a discriminatory policy similar to the ethnocentric ‘Mexican-only’ policy that exists at
Chivas de Guadalajara” when he purchased
it. This included “replacing players and staff
who had no Mexican or Latino heritage,”
and appointing Mexican nationals to the
team’s top executive positions.
“While the hiring practices of Chivas
de Guadalajara may be legal in Mexico,”

Helmer said, “Chivas USA must follow
California and federal laws prohibiting
discrimination, including treatment based
on race, national origin or ethnicity.”
On November 13, 2012, the complaint
reads, Vergara called all Chivas USA employees to a meeting and announced that
non-Spanish speaking employees would
be fired. It quotes Vergara as saying, “If
you don’t speak Spanish, you can go work
for the Galaxy, unless you speak Chinese,
which is not even a language.”
In late November of 2012, the complaint
reads, Jose David, the team’s newly hired
president and chief business officer, asked
Chronopoulos to report which Academy
players and coaches were Mexican or
Mexican-American and which were not.
In late December David directed Chronopoulos to collect ethnic and national
See Coaches Sue on Page 9
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origin data on the youngsters enrolled in
the Chivas Academy and their parents, according to the complaint, which states that
“When the requests for this information
were sent to the parents, many of them
were offended and refused to provide it.”
On January 11, 2013, Calichman and
Chronopoulos submitted written complaints
of discrimination and harassment to the
team’s Human Resources Manager, Cynthia
Craig. At a meeting three days later, according
to the court filing, “Ms. Craig assured Mr.
Calichman that Chivas USA was going to
conduct a ‘full investigation’” into the men’s
complaint, but no investigation was made.
At that meeting David stated that he
and Vergara “were taking the team ‘back to
its Mexican roots,’” the complaint reads,
and indicated that Calichman and Chronopoulos would not be “part of the effort
to take the team back to its Mexican roots.”

The two men subsequently “were informed that they were not being fired but,
at the same time were told not to perform
their job duties. They were, in effect, placed
on suspension.”
The following day, Craig allegedly contacted
both men proposing that they resign from their
jobs in exchange for two weeks of severance.
On January 18, Calichman responded by
email, rejecting the proposal and asking Craig
to verify that he was still employed.
In February, having received no response
to their allegations of harassment and discrimination, the court filing states, the men
filed complaints with the California Department of Fair Employment and Housing.
On March 7, 2013, according to the
court filing, both men received identical
letters from David, notifying them that their
employment was being terminated as of the
following day. Their lawsuit reads that “the

letter is conspicuously silent” as to whether
the company had investigated their complaints of harassment and discrimination.
“Moreover, in further retaliation for their
complaints, David falsely and maliciously
accused them of ‘demonstrat[ing] unprofessional conduct that created an unsafe work
environment,’” without stating how they
allegedly did so.
The lawsuit seeks general, special and
punitive damages in amounts to be determined at trial, as well as any other relief
the Court may deem proper.
Also named as defendants are Insperity, Inc. and Insperity Business Services,
L.P. The complaint alleges that Insperity
is a joint employer with Chivas USA and,
in that capacity, is liable for any unlawful
employment practices.
The full complaint can be viewed
online. l
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revenue than it makes from ticket sales.7 The
product delivered is remarkably well-made,
and viewers have not failed to take notice:
the average television rating is up fifteen
percent from five years ago, and twenty
four out the top twenty five most watched
television programs in 2012 were football
games, broken only by NBC’s coverage
of the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade.8

The At-Home Appeal
The prospect of a sixty-inch highdefinition television with multiple camera
angles, surround-sound, and the RedZone
Channel that provides all of the most
exciting parts of every game, to name just
few advantages of staying at home, has
become an increasingly attractive option
for football fans. In 1998, ESPN reported
that fifty-four percent of its fans would
rather watch a game in the stadium than

in their homes. Just twelve years later, that
number fell to twenty-nine percent.10 The
rise of fantasy sports is in no small part responsible for this dramatic shift in attitude.
Once relegated to obscurity, the continued
rise in the popularity of fantasy sports has
created a fundamentally different sports
fan who is more often concerned with the
performance of specific players, than with
the outcome of a specific game. “Just ask
Maurice Jones Drew,” wrote the founder
of one sports-information aggregation site,
“who created some controversy in 2009
when he took a knee on the goal line and
was practically forced to apologize to his
fantasy fans.”11
This new generation of sports fan has acquired an insatiable thirst for information,
one that social media giants like Facebook
and Twitter help fuel by providing coveted
stats and updates. Whether it is following

their favorite athletes on Twitter, checking
their fantasy player’s stats, or interacting
with their friends on Facebook, fans want to
stay connected. More importantly for sports
franchises, though, is that this desire to stay
connected has become the deciding factor
in a fan’s decision attend a game in person.
Although the broadcasting deals alone
generate more revenue for the NFL than
both the National Basketball Association
and the National Hockey League generate
annually, local fans cannot be ignored.12

The Wi-Fi Solution
Recognizing that the steady decline in
attendance is problematic, Roger Goodell
instructed NFL teams to improve the in-stadium experience by “bringing technology to
[their] stadiums [to] make that experience
better.”13 Teams are confronting this chalSee Stadiums Install on Page 11
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lenge by installing Wi-Fi in their stadiums
to keep fans connected and engaged.
The New England Patriots were one
of the early innovators of utilizing digital
media to improve fan engagement, and updated their wireless infrastructure in 2012
by installing a complete Wi-Fi system for
all 68,000 fans. In July 2013, the Patriots
Game Day Live application will be available
to season ticket holders complete with ondemand and live video, and a “new digital
landscape” at the stadium that will provide
fans with more instant replays, statistics,
and fantasy football results. In addition, the
Patriots are piloting a program that would
allow them to track their fans’ activity and
offer more individualized rewards for Game
Day application usage within the stadium.
Not coincidentally, the Patriots have sold
out every home game since 1994, and
have 40,000 fans on a paid waiting list for

season tickets. 14
The San Francisco 49ers are getting
ready to open their new Levi’s Stadium
for the 2014 season. The stadium will cost
around $1.3 billion to complete,15 but will
host among some of its perquisites free
Wi-Fi for all 75,000 fans and a dedicated
fantasy football lounge. The stadium also
recently partnered with Yahoo!, making the
company the 49ers’ exclusive online sports
content, social networking, and photo
and video sharing partner to increase fan
interaction.16
The Barclays Center in Brooklyn,
New York sought to foster improved fan
experience by making the stadium “one
of the most technologically advanced
arenas in the world.”17 The stadium has
full Wi-Fi capability designed to support
a “packed house full of smartphone- and
tablet-wielding fans.”18 In conjunction with

this Wi-Fi technology, both the Barclays
Center and the Brooklyn Nets have released
mobile applications designed to maximize
fan engagement. At the stadium, fans have
the ability to use their mobile devices to
stream live video and choose from multiple
camera angles, watch replays, order food
from their seats, and even send a text to
the scoreboard.19
Verizon has recently installed six hundred 4G antennae in M&T Stadium in
Baltimore to keep up with ever increasing
data usage demand. Over the next two
years, Lincoln Financial Field, home of the
Philadelphia Eagles, will undergo a series
of revitalizations at an estimated cost of
$125 million; among its features: new highdefinition video boards, and stadium-wide
Wi-Fi installation.20 In Jacksonville, the
Jaguars will be replacing EverBank Field’s
See Stadiums Install on Page 12
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two end zone boards with new screens that
are nearly a football field in width each. 21
The screens will give the Jaguars five times
more video space than their current capacity,
and will allow them to distribute content
such as the RedZone channel to improve
the in-stadium experience.22
The importance of Wi-Fi has even trickled down to the college level. The Southeastern Conference’s Working Group on Fan
Experience has recommended countering
declining attendance by addressing poor
reception in many of their stadiums, and
installing Wi-Fi at a cost to the conference
of around $28 million.23

Conclusion
The problem of stadium attendance is
pervasive: attendance has been declining
across all sports.24 To reverse this trend,
leagues cannot continue to ignore the

growing desire amongst fans to stay connected to the internet. The Patriots and the
Barclays Center, then, likely represent just
the beginning of this trend towards Wi-Fi
capability. Full Wi-Fi capability at stadiums
satiates this desire, and provides teams with
an opportunity to keep fans engaged and
motivated to return for the next game.
Irwin A. Kishner, Esq., is chair of the
Corporate Department and the sports
and entertainment practice group at New
York City-based Herrick, Feinstein. He
represents a number of major and minor
league professional sports franchises, including the New York Yankees, in general
corporate matters; the sale, purchase and
relocation of franchises; stadium and arena
finance and development; media and new
media contracts; naming rights and licensing deals; and memorabilia disposition. l
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MLB’s Deal with Bosch — More Questions, than Answers
By Anthony Salem

T

ony Bosch is Major League Baseball’s
new best friend.
MLB reached an agreement with Bosch
for his cooperation into the investigation of
MLB players and their use of performanceenhancing drugs from his Biogenisis clinic.
As part of the deal, MLB agreed to
drop the tortuous interference lawsuit filed
against Bosch in Florida, indemnify him
against future litigation that may emerge
from his testimony, and promise to put
a good word in should law enforcement
agencies decide to prosecute him.
MLB is swinging for the fences in its
agreement with Bosch. In an attempt to
clean up the game after several swings and
misses in the past, it is bringing in its closer.
But what happens if the unthinkable occurs?
What happens if the arbitrator overturns
the player’s suspension? Where does MLB
go from there?
What we do know is that the arbitrator is
not afraid to overturn MLB’s suspension of
a player for his violation of the Joint Drug
Agreement (JDA). When Ryan Braun challenged his suspension for testing positive
for a prohibited substance under the JDA
in 2011, he won. In that case, Braun challenged that his sample was contaminated.
The arbitrator did the unthinkable when
he overturned MLB’s suspension, and was
fired by MLB shortly thereafter. MLB had
evidence that Ryan Braun tested positive.
In its current situation, MLB does not have
a positive test. Enter Tony Bosch.
MLB is not prosecuting a criminal case
against the players, most notably Alex
Rodriguez and Ryan Braun. In fact, the
inevitable arbitration hearing that would
take place after the players appeal their suspensions is nothing like a criminal case at all.
There is no jury. There is no judge. There are
no rules of evidence. The Collective Bargain
Agreement (CBA) allows for discovery to

take place between the parties. This means
Rodriguez, Braun, and other players will
have access to evidence and documents that
MLB relies on in suspending the players.
At the arbitration hearing the CBA allows
the parties to offer evidence and produce
evidence the panel chair deems necessary
to understand the dispute. Further, the
panel chair determines the relevancy and
materiality of the evidence. This is far different from a courtroom where strict rules
of evidence and procedure must be followed.
Although the case against the players in
not criminal in nature, there are similarities
in how the parties will handle the case. Both
sides will have a chance to call witnesses
and produce evidence at the arbitration
hearing. Both sides will have a chance to
cross-examine the other party’s witnesses.
This is where MLB should tread lightly.
In swinging for the fences, MLB is overlooking the major flaws in its case. Without
a positive drug test, MLB must prove the
players violated the JDA by other means.
The JDA states the players are prohibited
from using, possessing, or selling prohibited
substances. Thus, even without a positive
drug test, MLB is attempting to prove the
players possessed the substances. However,
what evidence does it have besides Tony
Bosch?
MLB does not have to prove its case
beyond a reasonable doubt, as in a criminal
case. However, just because MLB does not
have to prove its case to the incredibly high
burden the criminal justice system requires
does not mean the same aspects of witness
and evidence reliability will not be at issue.
The credibility, reliability, and bias of a
witness should strongly be considered by
MLB as it prepares its case. Essentially it
is important to consider how the witness
would come across to the jury, or in this
case, the arbitrator. Tony Bosch presents
many problems to MLB.
In order to secure Bosch’s cooperation,

MLB agreed to drop its lawsuit against him,
indemnify him against future litigation
that commences based on his testimony,
and put in a good word for him with other
law enforcement agencies. In other words,
MLB was desperate. The attorneys for the
players and the players’ union will question
this agreement at length. In addition to this
agreement, Bosch gave interviews in which
he denied supplying prohibited substances
to the players. Did Bosch tell the truth then?
Or is Bosch now telling the truth? The prior
statements provide further ammunition
for the players to attack MLB and Bosch.
The parties in the arbitration hearing
are not bound by the rules of evidence or
procedure. The players will explore Bosch’s
background to determine what else they
can attack his credibility with. How long
did he supply prohibited substances for?
What did he do prior to operating a wellness clinic? What other information can the
players and their representatives discover to
attack Bosch’s credibility? Does he have a
criminal history? With no rules of evidence,
and only the arbitrator to decide what is
relevant, the players will be on full attack.
With or without Bosch, MLB better
have a backup plan. The documents from
the clinic may corroborate Bosch’s testimony. But, on the other hand, what if the
documents are susceptible to interpretation? Braun already stated that his team
consulted with Bosch during his appeal
in 2011 and that is why his name appears
in a notebook. Is Braun’s story believable?
Does he have other evidence to corroborate
his story? If the documents are notebooks,
like the ones released to the Miami New
Times, how detailed is it? Does it only list
names and dollar amount? MLB’s case
may hinge on these documents to support
Bosch’s testimony.
MLB may have other witness testimony
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to corroborate Bosch’s testimony, including Porter Fischer, the former Biogenisis
worker who takes credit for leaking the
notebooks to the Miami New Times. MLB
may be in talks with other workers of the
clinic. How credible is the “corroborating”
evidence? Are other workers from the clinic
willing to testify? Did MLB come to an
agreement with them in order for them to
cooperate? Did other clients of the wellness clinic witness anything? MLB may
have corroborating evidence or documents
they claim substantiate Bosch’s allegations
against the players, but, as with Bosch, the
strength of that evidence will be heavily
cross-examined.
However, the major flaw in MLB’s case
is Bosch. With their agreement, the players
will argue MLB bought Bosch’s testimony.
If MLB had such a strong case, would it
not have already suspended the players

and moved toward an arbitration hearing?
What is taking MLB so long to close the
case? In using Bosch as their star witness,
and aggressively pursuing this case, MLB
is making a bold statement that it wants to
permanently clean up our national pastime.
MLB is trying to hit a home run, but with
the problems Bosch presents, it may swing
and miss yet again. l

Anthony Salem is an associate with
Boyd & Jenerette in Jacksonville,
His practice focuses on general civil
litigation, including automobile and
trucking negligence, product liability,
and premise liability. Prior to his current work, he was an Assistant State
Attorney in Jacksonville where he
prosecuted felonies and misdemeanors. He can be reached at asalem@
boyd-jenerette.com.

ing MLB. The only reasonable result San
Jose can hope for from the legal action is
the possibility it may force a negotiated
settlement among MLB, the Giants and
the A’s. For the Giants and the A’s, it’s all
about money, in some fashion. And MLB
wants to keep the courts — and the prying
public — out of its business and away from
its internal documents. There’s a deal to
be made here.

Jordan Kobritz is a former attorney, CPA, and Minor League Baseball
team owner. He is a Professor and
Chair of the Sport Management Department at SUNY Cortland and is
a contributing author to the Business
of Sports Network. He also maintains
the blog: http://sportsbeyondthelines.
com Jordan can be reached at jordan.
kobritz@cortland.edu.
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Judge Denies Motion to Dismiss, Namoff Proceeds

A

judge in the Superior Court for the District of Columbia
has blocked a bid by D.C. Soccer LLC (which now operates
as D.C. United) to dismiss a lawsuit brought by a former player,
who alleged that the club and some of its officials were negligent
in recognizing and treating a concussion that he suffered, which
ultimately became a career-ending injury.
The club argued unsuccessfully that it was protected by the
Workers’ Compensation Act (WCA), which provides wages and
medical benefits for employees injured on the job.
The incident in question occurred on Sept. 9, 2009 when
plaintiff Bryan Namoff collided with a Kansas City Wizards player
and suffered a blow to the head. He alleged that D.C. United’s
physician Dr. Christopher Annunziata failed to leave the sideline
to examine Namoff after the hit.
Namoff claimed that, after the game, he informed athletic trainer
Brian Goodstein “that he did not feel right, that the lights were
hazy, and that he had no peripheral vision.” He alleged that neither
Dr. Annunziata nor Goodstein assessed, evaluated or examined
him after the game from Sept. 9 through Sept. 12.
Former coach Tom Soehn allegedly was aware of Namoff ’s symptoms and below-par status, but decided to play him in the team’s
Sept. 12 matchup against the Seattle Sounders. Namoff claimed
he continued experiencing post-concussive symptoms during the
game, and that he reported his symptoms to Dr. Annunziata and
Goodstein after the game. The original complaint states that the
men failed to evaluate, assess or examine Namoff and that they
“merely stated that they would monitor him.”
The plaintiff amended his complaint over the spring to include
Dr. Annunziata as a defendant.
In their motion to dismiss the claim, the defendants argued that
the D.C. Superior Court does not have jurisdiction to hear the
case because the WCA limits the court’s ability to hear workplace
injury claims. The WCA requires such claims to be heard in the
D.C. Office of Workers’ Compensation.
In addition, Dr. Annunziata claimed that he was a co-employee
of Namoff and that the WCA prevented the Superior Court from
retaining jurisdiction over the claims against him.
The D.C. Superior Court concluded that United did not provide the requisite workers’ compensation that would qualify the
case to be heard in the D.C. Office of Workers’ Compensation.
Therefore, the D.C. Superior Court maintained jurisdiction
over Namoff ’s claims against the team because, even if United
was Namoff ’s employer, it still failed to obtain and offer workers’
compensation.
“The liability of D.C. Soccer is clearly outside the coverage of the
WCA,” wrote the judge. “D.C. Soccer failed to secure workmen’s

compensation insurance coverage for Namoff and the WCA grants
an employee the right to bring a case at law against an employer
who fails to secure such coverage.”
The court also retained jurisdiction over Namoff ’s claim against
Dr. Annunziata because Dr. Annunziata was an independent contractor, not a co-employee.
Namoff is represented by Steve Shapiro of Fleishman & Shapiro,
P.C. in Denver, who has represented numerous other plaintiffs in
concussion suits around the country, and Joseph Cammarata of
Chaikin, Sherman, Cammarata & Siegel, PC in Washington, D.C.
Cammarata authored the Athletic Concussion Protection Act--a
2011 law that set guidelines for athletes age 18 and under in the
District of Columbia who suffer head injuries. l

Former Player Sues Redskins over Bounty
Program
A former NFL player has sued the Washington Redskins and a
former assistant coach, claiming he suffered a career-ending knee
injury as a result of a bounty program, where Redskins coaches
allegedly encouraged players to intentionally injure opponents.
Plaintiff Barrett Green was a linebacker who played for the Detroit
Lions and the New York Giants between 2000 and 2005. During
that time, he suffered the aforementioned injury after what he
claimed was an “unusual, outrageous, and obvious cheap shot.”
The former Redskins assistant coach named in the suit was Gregg
Williams, who ultimately became defensive coordinator for the
New Orleans Saints in 2009 and was deemed the mastermind
behind the bounty scandal that led to the NFL sanctioning the
Saints organization and coaches.

Flynn Is General Counsel of Fenway Sports
Management
Fenway Sports Management (FSM), the sports marketing agency
of Fenway Sports Group, announced earlier this month that Jennifer Flynn has been named general counsel. She will also continue
to serve the Boston Red Sox as senior vice president and assistant
general counsel. Flynn will oversee FSM’s strategic legal initiatives,
including FSM’s venture activities, and negotiate contracts relating to its exclusive property representation and sponsorship sales
business: NBA MVP LeBron James; PGA TOUR Playoff event the
Deutsche Bank Championship; Major League Baseball Advanced
Media and Boston College Athletics. Flynn will continue to work
closely with Fenway Sports Group Executive Vice President of
Corporate Strategy/General Counsel Ed Weiss on legal matters
across the company’s portfolio of sports properties, including the
Boston Red Sox, Liverpool Football Club, Roush Fenway Racing
and New England Sports Network.
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